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Dr. Suzanne Fortier
fames Administration Building
845 rue Sherbrooke West
Montreal QC
H3A 2T5

Dr. Suzanne Fortier,

It has come to our attention that McGill has made a final decision regarding the
change in pay frequency scheduled for fanuary L't,20L4.

As you are aware, McGill will change the payroll system from semi-monthly to bi-
weekly. More importantly, McGill will also introduce a delay in the pay system. This
delay will result in the absence of a normal paycheck on fanuary L6th. To
compensate for this, McGill will offer an interest free loan to cover the pay on

fanuary L6th and then recover this through salary deductions from April 2014 to the
end of 2015.

The salary deductions from the repayment of this loan as well as the 2.2o/o increase
in contributions from the pension plan will result in an average loss of $100 of
income per month for almost 2years.

The implementation of this payroll delay treats your employees as entries on a

spreadsheet and not as human beings with families and needs that will be severely
impacted by such a minor administrative change.

We had hoped that your tenure as Principal would heal the poor climate of labour
relations at McGill, which has been punctuated by recent strikes and protests.
However, we are discouraged to see that only a couple of months into your tenure,
McGill will issue its most insensitive decision to date. We are upset that your
employees have to suffer so much for an administrative change of which the benefit
to the university is trivial. We urge you to re-consider the impact of this change on
some of your most vulnerable employees.

Please know that we will pursue all options to continue to fight this change. This will
involve legal options as well as media and possible protests.

Sincerely,

Sean Cory - AMURE/ C Kevin Whittaker - MUNACA/PSAC


